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Abstract 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for an orthogonal polynomial system (OPS) to satisfy a differential equation with 
polynomial coefficients of the form 
(*) My1 = &*)Y”‘(XI = &Y(X) 
t=I 
were found by H.L. Krall. Here, we find new necessary conditions for the equation (*) to have an OPS of solutions as 
well as some other interesting applications. In particular, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a distribution 
w(x) to be an orthogonalizing weight for such an OPS and investigate the structure of w(x). We also show that if the 
equation (*) has an OPS of solutions, which is orthogonal relative to a distribution w(x), then the differential operator 
&[.I in (*) must be symmetrizable under certain conditions on w(x). 
AMS classijication: 33C45; 34LOS 
1. Introduction 
Consider a linear differential equation of order N > 1 of the form 
where ai( i = 1, 2,. . . , N, are real-valued smooth functions on an interval I in the real line R! with 
aN(x) $ 0 and /I is a real parameter and ask: When are there a sequence of eigenvalues {A,}~, 
and a sequence of polynomials {P,(x)}~, such that each P,(x) is of degree n and LN[P,J(x) = 
A,P,(x), y1 > 0 ? 
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The question above was first raised and solved by Bochner [3] for N = 2 who showed that there 
are essentially (i.e., up to a linear change of variable) five distinct such polynomial systems such as 
four classical orthogonal polynomials of Jacobi, Bessel, Laguerre, and Hermite, and {x”}go. Later, it 
was shown [ 1, 5, 18, 231 that the above four classical orthogonal polynomials are the only orthogonal 
polynomials that arise as eigenfunctions of Eq. (1.1) for N = 2 (see also [21]). 
It is easy to see that if Eq. (1.1) has polynomial solutions P,(x) of degree 12 for n = 0, 1,. . . , N, 
then each a&) must be a polynomial of degree d i so that we may rewrite Eq. (1.1) as 
where {i(X) = C:=, 8,X’ with Lij real constants and 
l,=e,,n+e@(n- l)+...+LN,n(n- l)...(n-N+l). 
To avoid the triviality, we always assume e:, + /z, + . . . + t!& # 0. In 1938, Krall [16] found 
necessary and sufficient conditions in order for (1.2) to have an orthogonal polynomial system (OPS) 
of solutions and then classified all fourth order differential equations having an OPS of solutions 
[ 171. For N > 4, the complete classification of Eqs. (1.2) having an OPS of solutions remains open 
but several specific examples were found (see [ 11, 12, 24, 261). Interest in such differential equations 
lies partly in the fact that they provide models to illustrate the general Titchmarsh-Weyl theory of 
singular differential equations [7, 8, 13, 27, 281. In fact, all known such differential equations are 
(formally) symmetrizable so that we need to impose suitable boundary conditions at the endpoints of 
the interval of orthogonal&y in order to develop a self-adjoint boundary value problem. Moreover, it 
was shown in [22] that the Eq. (1.2) has an OPS of solutions if and only if the differential operator 
&[.I is symmetrizable on polynomials (see Proposition 3.1). 
After introducing some preliminary facts in Section 2, which we need later, we give new necessary 
conditions for Eq. (1.2) to have an OPS of solutions and an application in Section 3. Lastly, in 
Section 4, we obtain several other interesting applications of the results in Section 3. Assume that 
{pn(x)},W_, is an OPS satisfying Eq. (1.2). Then we first obtain necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a distribution w(x) to be an orthogonalizing weight for {P,(x)}~~. This result (see Theorem 
4.1) gives a way of constructing distributional [ 14, 251 or even real [20] orthogonalizing weights for 
such OPS’s. We then investigate the structure of w(x) and show that the differential operator ,&[.I 
is symmetrizable when w(x) satisfies certain overdetermined system of homogeneous differential 
equations of odd orders. 
2. Preliminaries 
All polynomials in this work are assumed to be real polynomials in one variable and we let 9 be 
the space of all real polynomials. We denote the degree of a polynomial n(x) by deg(n) with the 
convention that deg(0) = - 1. By a polynomial system (PS), we mean a sequence of polynomials 
{~n(x)>~, with deg(4,) = it, n > 0. Note that a PS forms a basis of 8. 
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We call any linear functional c on 9 a moment functional and denote its action on a polynomial 
r&x) by (0, n). For a moment functional 0, we call 
Qn := (17,Xn), 12 =o, l,..., 
the moments of 0. We say that a moment functional r~ is quasi-definite (respectively, positive-definite) 
if its moments {crn}Eo satisfy the Hamburger condition 
d,(o) := det[oj+j];j=, # 0 (respectively, d,(a) > 0) 
for every n 2 0. Any PS {~&)},oO=O determines a moment functional G (uniquely up to a nonzero 
constant multiple), called a canonical moment functional of {&(x)}z,, by the conditions 
(0, 61) # 0 and (o, &) = 0, n 2 1. 
Definition 2.1. A PS {pn(x)},W_, is a weak orthogonal polynomial system (WOPS) if there is a 
nontrivial moment functional 0 such that 
(a,P,P,) = 0 if 0 < m < n. (2.1) 
If we further have 
where K,, are nonzero real constants, then we call {P,(x)},OO,~ an orthogonal polynomial system 
(OPS). In either case, we say that {P,(x)}zO is a WOPS or an OPS relative to G and call g an 
orthogonalizing moment functional of {P,&x)},W_,. 
It is immediate from (2.1) that for any WOPS {Pn(x)},W_,, its orthogonalizing moment functional 
G must be a canonical moment functional of {P,(x)}~,. It is well known (see [4, Ch. 11) that a 
moment functional 0 is quasi-definite if and only if there is an OPS {P,(x)}:, relative to G and 
that each P,(x) is unique up to a nonzero multiplicative constant. For a moment functional cr and 
a polynomial rc(x), we let D’ (the derivative of a) and rcno (the left multiplication of cr by ~-C(X)) be 
the moment functionals defined by 
and 
for every polynomial 4(x). Then it is easy to obtain the following (see [22]). 
Lemma 2.2. For a moment functional r~ and a polynomial Z(X), we have 
(i) Leibnitz’ rule: (~/IT)’ = TC’IJ + 7~‘; 
(ii) D’ = 0 if and only if CT = 0. 
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Assume that o is quasi-dejmite and {P,(x)},OO_~ is an OPS relative to o. Then 
(iii) rc~ = 0 if and only if n(x) = 0; 
(iv) for any other moment junctional z, (z,Pn) = 0, n 2 k + 1 for some integer k 3 0 if and 
only if z = 40 jar some polynomial 4(x) of degree < k. 
Definition 2.3 (Krall and Sheffer [ 191). The differential equation (1.2) (or the differential operator 
LN[.]) is called admissible if 
km # A, for m # n. 
Lemma 2.4. The differential equation (1.2) is admissible if and only if jar each n 3 0, the direr- 
ential equation (1.2) has only one manic polynomial solution of degree It. 
Proof. Let P,(x) = Ckm_O ckxk be a manic polynomial of degree m. Then we have by rearranging 
the summation 
LN[P,](x)= 2 
k=O 
where P(n,i) = n(n - 1). . (n - i + 1) and ck = 0 for k > m. Hence ,&[P,](x) = &P,(x) if and 
only if 
N i 
(An - Ak)Ck = xy,fi,i-jcj+kp(j + k,i), k ~0, l,... ,m. 
i=l j=l 
(2.2) 
Now, assume that Eq. (1.2) is admissible and LN[P,](x)=&Pm(x). Then, for k=m, Eq. (2.2) becomes 
A, - A, = 0 so that n = m. Moreover, all other ck, 0 < k d m - 1, are uniquely and successively 
solvable from c, = 1 and (2.2). Conversely, assume that Eq. (1.2) has a manic polynomial solution 
P,(x) of degree n for each n >, 0 but is not admissible. Then there are integers m and IZ with 
0 < m < n and An = 1, and so we have 
LN[P, + aPml(x> = U,(x) + ahIP, = &(Pn + aPm)(x) 
for any constant a. Hence, &[y](x) = &y(x) 
degree n. 0 
When the differential equation (1.2) is not 
polynomial solution of degree n for some IZ 2 
of solutions if it has a PS of solution. 
has infinitely many manic polynomial solutions of 
admissible, we have either that Eq. (1.2) has no 
1 or that Eq. (1.2) has infinitely many manic PS’s 
Lemma 2.5. For any moment functional o and any manic PS {Pn(x)},oO=~, we have 
A,(O) = det[(o,PJ’j)]$=O, n 2 0. (2.3) 
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Proof. Let A = (ajk)‘&, be any (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix and set p,(x) = CizO ajkpk(x), 0 < j d n. 
Then 
[(~,Pi~j)]:+o =‘[(~>‘,‘,)];j=o’A 
so that 
det[(a,~j~j)]:,,, = (dctA)2det[(a,PiPj)]:,=,. 
If we choose A to be a lower triangular matrix with aj, = 1 and p,(x) =xj, 0 < j < n, then we have 
(2.3). 0 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5, we have: 
Corollary 2.6. If {P,(x)},X=~ is a WOPS relative to a quasi-definite moment functional 0, then 
{Pn(x)}noO_O is an OPS relative to C. 
3. Necessary conditions and their consequences 
We begin with the following fact, the proof of which can be found in [22]. 
Proposition 3.1. For a d@erential equation (1.2) and a moment functional CT, the following state- 
ments are all equivalent. 
(i) The moments {o~},OO=~ of a satisfy r := [i(N + l)] recurrence relations: 
Sk(m) := 5 2 ci Jk -’ ) P(m - 2k - 1, i - 2k - l)/i,i-j~,_j = 0 (3.1) 
r=2k+l j=O 
for k=O,l,..., r-l andm=2k+1,2k+2,..., whereP(n,k)=n(n-l)(n-2)...(n-k+l). 
(ii) g satis$es r := [i(N + l)] functional equations. 
&(u):= ‘&-l)z(i-k’+1)(/i,)ii-211)=0, k=O,l,...,r-1. 
i=2k+l 
(3.2) 
(iii) The dtflerential operator LN[.] is formally symmetric on polynomials in the sense that 
(L/&% $) = (L&w> 4, 4, ti E 9. 
If 0 is quasi-dejnite and {P,,(x)}~, is an OPS relative to G, then any one of the above statements 
is also equivalent to 
(iv) for each n > 0, P,,(x) satisjes the differential equation (1.2). 
Furthermore, tf u is quasi-definite and any one of the above equivalent statements holds, then 
N = 2r must be even. 
The equivalence of the statements (i) and (iv) was first proved by Krall [ 161, using the notion of 
dual equation to differential equations with polynomial coefficients. We call the r functional equations 
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in (3.2) the moment equations for the differential equation (1.2). We remark that the zero on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (3.2) means the zero moment functional, that is, 
(&0$)=0, n=o, l).... (3.3) 
In fact, if we expand out (3.3) in terms of moments of CT, then we obtain (3.1). We also note that 
if we view the equations in (3.2) as true differential equations for functions 
&(S)=O, k=O, l)...) r- 1, (3.4) 
then any nontrivial common classical solution s(x) to (3.4) (if it exists) is a symmetry factor of the 
differential operator &[.I (see [29]). In other words, we have 
where (&,,)*[.I is the Lagrangian adjoint of sL,[.] defined by 
(sLN)*[y](x) = 2(-1 )i(seiy)(‘)(x). 
i=l 
We call the Y differential equations in (3.4) the symmetry equations for LN[.]. 
Although Proposition 3.1 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the equation (1.2) to have 
an OPS of solutions, it is extremely hard for N > 4 to classify all such differential equations by 
these conditions alone since they involve not only the coefficients of LN[.] but also the moments of 
a canonical moment functional 0 of the OPS, whose existence is not known. For N = 2, necessary 
and sufficient conditions involving only the coefficients of L2[.] for Eq. (1.2) to have an OPS of 
solutions are found in [2 11. 
Lemma 3.2. Let LN[.] be the diflerential operator in (1.2). If LN[p] = Ilp and LN[q] = uq for 
polynomials p(x) and q(x) and constants A # u, then 
G-J> P4) = 0 
for any moment functional CJ satisfying the r moment equations Rk(a) = 0, 0 < k < r - 1. 
Proof. We have from the equivalence of the statements (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 3.1 
Q, P4) = (vh[Plq) = kTLN[qlP) = 40, P4)Y 
so that (CT, pq) = 0. 0 
Proposition 3.3. For N = 2, we have the following. 
(i) If the diflerential equation (1.2) is admissible and so has a unique manic PS {P,(x)}~~ of 
solutions, then the corresponding moment equation has only one linearly independent solution o 
and {P,,(x)},M_~ is a WOPS relative to B. 
(ii) rf th e i erential equation (1.2) has an OPS of solutions, then it is admissible. dff 
Proof. (i) Assume that Eq. (1.2) is admissible, which is equivalent to the condition 
nLzz+L1l #O, n=O,l,..., (3.5) 
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since we have for N = 2 
(~2 + m)(& - n,) = (n - m)&+,. 
7 
(3.6) 
On the other hand, the corresponding moment equation can be written as 
(N&*2 + e,,>o,+, + (ne,, + e,o)o, + Yl~*lJDn-_l = 0, y1 3 0 (o--1 = 0). (3.7) 
Now it is trivial that under the condition (3.5), the recurrence relation (3.7) is uniquely solvable for 
all c,,, n 3 1, once go is fixed. Then Lemma 3.2 implies that {P,(x)},OO=~ is a WOPS relative to cr. 
(ii) Assume that the differential equation (1.2) has an OPS {Pn(x)}noO_o f solutions and let cr be 
a canonical moment functional of {P,(x)}go. Then {P,(x)}~, is orthogonal relative to g and by 
Proposition 3.1, cr satisfies the moment equation (3.7) or equivalently 
(&)’ - e, fl = 0. 
If L2[.] is not admissible, then there is an integer A4 3 1 such that AM = 0 (cf. (3.6)). Consequently, 
we have 
= (&P;G) - Pg&o)’ + P;(c,o) = (e2P;a)‘. 
Hence, by Lemma 2.2, we have /,P,$ E 0 so that P;(x) - 0 since e,(x) $ 0. It contradicts 
thatMa1. 0 
In general, Proposition 3.3 cannot be generalized for N > 4 (see Examples 3.6 and 3.8 
However, we have the following. 
the fact 
below). 
Theorem 3.4. Assume that the dzreerential equation (1.2) has a PS {P,,(x)},oO=o of solutions and let 
CJ be a canonical moment functional of {P,(x>}g,. Then we have 
(i) Ro(a) = 0; 
(ii) if {Pn(x)>~, is a WOPS, then R~(cT) = 0, 0 < k d Y - 1; 
(iii) if {P&)}Zo is an OPS, then up to a constant multiple, u is the only one solution of the 
moment equations Ok = 0, 0 < k < Y - 1, and CT must be quasi-definite. 
Proof. (i) We have for any IZ 3 1 
0 = &(o,P,) = (a,Ljv[PJ) = ~(-l)i’((Li~)‘i-“,p~,, 
i=l 
so that Ro(o) = C~,(-l)i(/io)(i-l) = 0 since {PL}nnC_l is a PS. 
(ii) Assume that {P,(x)}g, is a WOPS relative to CJ. Then we have for m and n 3 0 
0 = (4i7 - &)(o,P,P,) = (~,(&lPm)P,) - (%P&nPn)) 
= (hvmnl~,Pn) - (MP&,e?J 
so that (&,,[$]cJ,$) = (&[$]o, $J), 4 and $ E B since {P,(x)}g, is a PS. Hence, by Proposition 
3.1, g satisfies Rk(o) = 0, 0 < k < r - 1. 
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(iii) Assume that {P,(x)},OO=~ . IS an OPS relative to 0. Then by (ii), c satisfies &(o)=O, 0 < k < r- 
1. Hence, it suffices to show that if r is another moment functional satisfying &(r)=O, 0 < k d r- 1, 
then z = CCJ for some constant c. If &(r) = 0, 0 < k < r - 1, then by Lemma 3.2, (r,P,) = 0 for any 
n 2 0 with ;1, # 0 = &. Since &, is a polynomial in IZ, there is an integer M 3 0 such that I,,, # 0 
and so (r,P,) = 0 for n > M. By Lemma 2.2 (iv), we have r = n(x)0 for some polynomial n(x) of 
degree < M. On the other hand, we have 
0 =R,_,(z) = P-(&z)’ - t.b_,z = r(&ccq’ - ~,h/-_17-Lfs 
= nc’ejg + 7cR,_1(G) = Yn’e)$ro. 
Hence, by Lemma 2.2(iii), u-c’(x)~~(x) = 0 so that n’(x) = 0, that is, rc(x) = c for some constant c 
since e,(x) $ 0. 0 
Below we give examples showing that the conclusions in Theorem 3.4 are the best we can 
have. 
Example 3.5. Consider the following second-order differential equation: 
&[y](x) = (1 + x*)y”(x) = n(n - l)y(x). (3.8) 
Then, it is easy to see that the differential equation (3.8) is not admissible but has a manic PS 
{p,(x)}~, of solutions, where P,(X) for IZ # 1 are unique and PI(x) =x + c with arbitrary constant 
c. The corresponding moment equation 
[(l +x2)cr]’ = 0 
or equivalently 
Cn+l + gn-1 = 0, n 2 1, (3.9) 
has two linearly independent solutions since ~0 and ~1 can be arbitrary. Moreover, {p,(_~)}:, with 
Pl(x)=x+c is a WOPS relative to a nontrivial solution G to (3.9) provided that G satisfies ~~ +cg,,=O. 
Example 3.6. Consider the following fourth-order differential equation: 
&[y](x) = y(“)(x) + Y(~)(X) + (2x - y )y”(x) + xy’(x) = ny(x). (3.10) 
Then, the differential operator L4[.] is admissible and symmetrizable with a symmetry factor s(x) = 
exp( ix). But the corresponding moment equations 
&(a) = 20’ - D = 0, 
&J(o) = 0C3) - (7” + ((2x - ?)a)’ - XfJ = 0 
have only the trivial solution. Consequently, the unique manic PS {P,(x)}~, of solutions to (3.10) 
cannot be a WOPS. Furthermore, if z is a canonical moment functional of {Pn(x)}noO_o, then Ro(r)=O 
but R,(r) # 0. 
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Example 3.7. Consider the following fourth-order differential equation: 
L&](x) = xyC4)(x) + x$(x) = ny(x). (3.11) 
Then the differential equation (3.11) is admissible and so has a unique manic PS {P,(x)}~, of 
solutions. The corresponding moment equations 
R,(g) = (x0)’ = 0, 
R,(o) = (Xf+ - XCJ = 0 
have a unique linearly independent solution G = 6(x) so that {P,(x)},W_, is a WOPS relative to 6(x) 
by Lemma 3.2. However, the differential operator L4[.] is not symmetrizable since the corresponding 
symmetry equations have only the trivial solution. 
Examples 3.6 and 3.7 show that the moment equations (3.2) (respectively, the symmetry equations 
(3.4)) may have a nontrivial solution but the symmetry equations (3.4) (respectively, the moment 
equations (3.2)) have only the trivial solution. 
Example 3.8. Consider the following fourth-order differential equation: 
Ly)[y](x) = (x2 - 1)2y’4’(~) + 8x(x2 - l)y’3’(~) 
+(4x + 12)(x2 - l)y”(X) + 8axy’(x) = Lf’y(x), (3.12) 
where a is a real parameter and 
1’“’ = n(n + 1 )(n2 + Iz + 4a - 2). n 
It is known (see [ 13, 171) that Eq. (3.12) has an OPS {P~)(x)}~, of solutions, called the Legendre 
type PS if and only if CI 6 A := {i(-n(n - l))] yt 2 1). On the other hand, the differential operator 
Lf’[.] is admissible if and only if a $! D := { i(2 - m2 - n2 - m - n)lO < m < n}. Since A s D 
(e.g., a = -: E D\A ), for any a E D\A, the differential equation (3.12) has an OPS of solutions 
but is not admissible. 
Assume that the differential equation (1.2) has an OPS of solutions but is not admissible (see 
Example 3.8 above). Then, by Lemma 2.4, the differential equation (1.2) has infinitely many distinct 
manic PS’s of solutions. It naturally leads to a question: Can a differential equation (1.2) have more 
than one manic OPS’s of solutions? No, since we have: 
Theorem 3.9. Zf the dzjbential equation (1.2) has two manic PS’s {P,,(x)},OO=~ and {Q,,(x>}~~ of 
solutions, of which {P,,(x)},“=~ is an OF’S and {Q,,(x)},oO_, is a WOPS, then P,(x) = en(x), n > 0. 
In particular, the dtfleerential equation (1.2) can have at most one rnonic OPS of solutions. 
Proof. Let {P,(x)},OO=~ (respectively, {Qn(x)},oO=,) be a manic OPS (respectively, a manic WOPS) 
satisfying (1.2). Then by Theorem 3.4(iii), the moment equations &(a) = 0, 0 < k d r - 1, have 
only one linearly independent solution 0 and {P,(x)},OO_~ must be orthogonal relative to c. Let 
r be a canonical moment functional of {Q,(x)}~~. Th en, z also satisfies &(z) = 0, 0 < k < r - 1 
by Theorem 3.4(ii). Hence r = CB for a constant c # 0 and so z is quasi-definite since (7 is 
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quasi-definite. Therefore, { Q,(x)}~~ is also a manic OPS relative to G by Corollary 2.6 so that 
P,(x) = Q&x>, n B 0. 0 
Theorem 3.10. If the difSerentia1 equation (1.2) has an OPS{P,,(x)},“=, of solutions and (T is a 
canonical moment functional of {P,,(x)}noO,O, then we have: 
(i) (a,e~+l(x)) = 0, 0 d k < r - 1 ; 
(ii) if ~x+I(.x), 0 < k < r - 2, is a constant, then f2k+l(x) E 0; 
(iii) deg(e,,_,) > 1 and deg(rlZr + xe~,_r ) 3 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, 0 satisfies &(cJ) = 0, 0 < k < Y - 1. In particular, we have 
(&(a), 1) = -(o,&+l(x)) = 0, 0 < k < r - 1, 
so that (i) is proved. Now assume that e 2k+l(~)=~, c a constant, for some k=O,l,...,r- 1. Then 
by (i), (o,[~k+i(x)) = c(~, 1) = 0 so that c = 0 since (G, 1) # 0. Hence (ii) is proved. Now assume 
8Z,._-1 (x) z c, c a constant. Then c = 0 and so R,_,(o) = T(~z+J)’ = 0. Hence by Lemma 2.1 we have 
e,,(x) G 0. It is a contradiction so that deg(ez,-i) >/ 1. Finally, set z = rlz,(x)o. Then we have 
z’ = /2r_-1 (x)g and (XT)’ = (r/&) + x8z+i(x))o. 
If r{,,(x) + x{,,_,(x) E 0, then (XT)’ = 0 and so xz = ~x~z,.(x)o = 0, which is a contradiction. If 
Y~~~(x)+x~~~_,(x)=c, c a nonzero constant, then (6, l)=l/c((xz)', l)=O, which is also a contradiction. 
Hence deg(r/*, + x82r-l ) 3 1 so that (iii) is proved. 0 
4. Applications 
Due to the representation theorems on the Stieltjes moment problem by Boas [2] and Duran [6], 
any moment functional G has an integral representation of the form 
(WC> = Srn G)dAx) (x E 9) 
--oo 
or 
where p(x) is a function of bounded variation on R and 4(x) is a function in the Schwartz space 
9’. Hence, for any OPS {P,(x)},oO=O, there is a distribution w(x) relative to which {P,(x)}~, is 
orthogonal. In this case, we call w(x) a distributional orthogonalizing weight for {P,(x)}EO. In [25], 
Littlejohn introduced a method of constructing a distributional orthogonalizing weight for an OPS 
satisfying the differential equation (1.2). This method was improved further in [14, 201. Due to 
Theorem 3.4, we now have: 
Theorem 4.1. Let {P,(x)}~, b e an OPS that satisfies the difSerentia1 equation (1.2). If {P,(x)},“_, 
is orthogonal relative to a distribution w(x), then 
Rk(w) = gk, OdkBr-1, (4.1) 
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where gk, 0 < k d r - 1, has zero moments, that is, 
k&d? = 0, 0 < k < r - 1, n 2 o. 
Conversely, if a distribution w(x) is such that 
(i) w(x) decays very rapidly as 1x1 tends to 00 so that w(x) can act on polynomials, 
(ii) w(x) is nontrivial as a moment functional, that is, (w,x”) # 0 for some II > 0, 
(iii) w(x) satisfies (4.1), 
then w(x) is a distributional orthogonalizing weight for {P,,(x)},OO=~. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition (4.1) follows immediately from Proposition 3.1 since w(x), 
as a moment functional, must satisfy the r moment equations &(W) = 0, 0 < k < r - 1, where 0 
means the trivial moment functional. Conversely, by the condition (i) and (iii), w(x), as a moment 
functional, satisfies the r moment equations &(W) = 0, 0 d k d r - 1. By the condition (ii) and 
Theorem 3.4, {P,(x)},OO_~ must be orthogonal relative to w(x). ??
We remark that in previous forms of Theorem 4.1 in [14, 20, 251, we have to assume the unique 
solvability of the moment equations in addition to the hypotheses in Theorem 4.1. 
We call the Y differential equations in (4.1) the weight equations for the differential equation ( 1.2). 
Here we note that in general we may not take gk(x) E 0, k = 0, 1,. . . , Y - 1 as the following example 
shows. 
Example 4.2. Consider the following second-order differential equation: 
L,[y](x) =x2y”(x) + (2x + 2)y’(x) = n(n + l)y(x). (4.2) 
It is well known that the differential equation (4.2) has an OPS {B,(x)}:~, called the Bessel 
polynomials (see [IS]) of solutions. The corresponding homogeneous weight equation is 
x2w’(x) - 2w(x) = 0. (4.3) 
Note that the point x = 0 is an irregular singular point of Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.3) has only one 
linearly independent distributional solution 
w+(x) = I 0, x d 0, exp(2)), x > 0, 
which cannot even define a moment functional since lim,,, w+(x) = 1. However, if we consider 
the nonhomogeneous weight equation 
x2w’(x) - 2w(x) = g(x), (4.4) 
where 
cl(x) = 
i 
0, x d 0, 
exp(-xii4) sin x1/4, x > 0, 
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then Eq. (4.4) has 
0, x < 0, 
w(x) = 
- exp(?) t-’ exp(-t’i4 + 5) sin tli4dt, x>o 
as a distributional solution. Moreover, w(x) is continuous on R and {B,(x)}zO is orthogonal relative 
to w(x) (see [20] for details). 
We also remark that if we solve the homogeneous weight equation (4.3) in the space of hyper- 
functions (which is larger than the space of distributions), then we can get a hyper- 
functional orthogonalizing weight for {B,(x)}EO, which gives the complex orthogonality of {B,(x)}~~ 
(see [9, lo]). 
From now on, we always assume that {P,(x)},OO_~ .IS an OPS which satisfies the differential equation 
(1.2) and is orthogonal relative to a distribution w(x) satisfying homogeneous weight equations: 
&(w)=O, k=O,l,..., r- 1. 
By the following lemma, we always have (4.5) if w(x) has a compact support. 
(4.5) 
Lemma 4.3. For any compactly supported distribution v(x), we have: 
(i) v(x) = 0 as a distribution if and only if v(x) = 0 as a moment functional; 
(ii) if supp(v) is jinite, th en v(x) can not be quasi-de$nite as a moment functional. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): It is trivial. 
(i) + (ii): Assume that (v, rc) =0 for any polynomial rc(x) and 4(x) is any test function in VP(R). 
Then, there is a sequence of polynomials {rck(x)}& such that Q(X) converges to 4(x) in g”(R) 
(see in [30, Chapter 15, Corollary 41). Hence, we have 
Therefore, v(x) = 0 as a distribution. 
(ii) If supp(v) = 4, th en v = 0. Assume supp(v) = {.xj}t. Then by the structure theorem of distri- 
butions, we have 
k n(i) 
‘Cx) = ~~~Cij6"'(X - Xi), 
i=l j=O 
where n(i) are nonnegative integers and cij are constants. Let Z(X) := nF=, (x - xi )nci)+‘. Then 
(V(~)~(~)> = 0 f or any polynomial 4(x). Assume now that v is quasi-definite and {P,(x)},oO=o 
is an OPS relative to v. Then, (v, rc(x)P,(x)) # 0 f or m = deg(n) by the orthogonality. It is a 
contradiction. 0 
Remark 4.4. Lemma 4.3 implies that for any OPS {P,(x)}noO_o, its compactly supported distributional 
orthogonalizing weight (if it exists) is unique up to a nonzero constant multiple. However, even in 
this case, there may be another distribution with noncompact support relative to which {P,(x)},“_~ 
is orthogonal. 
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For k = r - 1 in (4.5), we have 
R,_,(w) = T&W)’ - &N-,W = 0, 
so that w(x) must be (real) analytic on R\{x E [WI eN(x)=O}. To be precise, let xl < x2 < . . . < xx- 
be the real roots of &N(X) of multiplicity m.i, respectively, j = 1, 2,. . . , k, and let Ij = (xj,xj+i ), j = 
0, l,... , k, where x0 = -co and x~+~ = 30. Then we have on each Ii 
W(X) := fj(X) = &exp[i/$$$&x], j=O, l,..., k, 
where cj are constants. Note that for each j = 0, 1,. . . , k, we have either fj(x) F 0 when cj = 0 or 
fj(x) # 0 when cj # 0. Hence, supp(w) consists of finitely many disjoint closed intervals. Now we 
can prove: 
Theorem 4.5. Assume that the dt@rential equation (1.2) has an OPS{P,,(x)},“_, of solutions. rf 
{P,(x)}~, is orthogonal relative to a distribution w(x) satisfying homogeneous weight equations 
(4.5) then we have. 
(i) w(x) is analytic in rW\{x E iwI e,(x) = 0} ; 
(ii) supp(w) consists of at most three disjoint closed intervals of which at most one is compact; 
(iii) at any jinite end point x of supp(w), tN(x) vanishes; 
(iv) there is another distribution W(x) such that supp(W) is connected, Rk(i%)=O for 0 d k < r- 
1, and {P&))Eo is orthogonal relative to G(x). 
Proof. (i) It is proved already. 
(ii) Since supp(w) consists of finitely many disjoint closed intervals, it suffices to show that 
supp(w) cannot have two disjoint compact intervals. Assume that supp(w) contains two disjoint 
compact components K1 and K2. Then we can choose open intervals Gj with Kj c Gj and Gj f’ 
supp(w) =ZCi, j = 1, 2. Let wj(x) be the restriction of W(X) on Gj, j = 1, 2. Then for j = 1, 2, wj(x) is 
a compactly supported distribution on R with supp(Wj) = Kj and satisfies Rk(U’i) = 0, 0 < k < r - 1. 
Since wj(x), j = 1, 2, are two nontrivial moment functional solutions of the moment equations, we 
have w2 = cwI for some constant c # 0 as a moment functional by Theorem 3.4(iii). By Lemma 
4.2, w*(x) = cwi(x) as a distribution. It contradicts the fact supp(wi ) n supp(w2) = 4. 
(iii) It is trivial. 
(iv) Let J be any connected component of supp(w). Choose an open interval G with J c G and 
G I’? supp(w) = J. Let t;(x) be the restriction of w(x) on G. Then W(x) is a distribution on R 
with supp(ili) = J and satisfies RA(W) = 0, 0 < k < r - 1. By Theorem 3.4(iii), t;(x), as a moment 
functional, must be quasi-definite and {P,(x)},X=~ is an OPS relative to i%(x). 0 
Corollary 4.6. Assume that the d$f’erential equation (1.2) has an OPS{P,,(x)},“_, of solutions. rf 
{P,(x)}zo is orthogonal relative to a compactly supported distribution w(x), then supp(w) is a 
compact interval and lN(x) has at least two real roots. 
Proof. When w(x) has a compact support, w(x) satisfies homogeneous weight equation (4.5). Hence 
the conclusions follow immediately from Theorem 4.3. 0 
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. 
Remark 4.7. In Corollary 4.6, {pn(x)},X_, may have another distributional orthogonalizing weight 
i%(x) with noncompact support. Then W(x), in general, satisfies (4.1) but not (4.5). 
We now give another application, which is essential in the spectral analysis of the differential 
equation (1.2) when it has an OPS of solutions. The following result improves a result in [ 151 (see 
[ 15, Theorem 81) and simplifies its proof. 
Theorem 4.8. Let {P,(x)},OD_~ and w(x) be the same as in Theorem 4.5. Then the differential 
operator LN[.] is symmetrizable on any open interval not containing any root of e,(x). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, supp(w) contains an open interval (a, b) in which L’,(x) # 0. Hence, 
w(x) = cf(x) in (a, b) for some constant c # 0, where 
f(x) = e,(x) Lexp [i/$$$k]. 
In fact, f(x) is analytic and satisfies the Y symmetry equations &(f) = 0, 0 < k < r - 1, on R\{x E 
RI &j&)=0}. s ince f(x) # 0, the differential operator LN[.] is symmetrizable on R\{x E [WI l,,,(x) = 
0} with f(x) as a symmetry factor. 0 
We have several examples of nonclassical OPS’s satisfying the differential equation (1.2) with 
N 3 4 and all these OPS’s have orthogonalizing weights of the form: classical weights plus point 
masses at end points of the interval of orthogonality (see [ll-13, 24, 261). 
We now consider a special case, which is close to the above situation. Assume now that {P,(x)},~O=~ 
is an OPS satisfying the differential equation (1.2), which is orthogonal relative to a distribution w(x) 
satisfying the homogeneous weight equations (4.5). We further assume that w(x) is of the form 
w(x) = u(x) + v(x), (4.6) 
where u(x) = f(x) in Int( supp( w )) for some real-valued, N-times continuously differentiable function 
f(x) and supp(v) is finite. Here for any subset A in R, we use Int(A) to denote the interior of A. 
Since by Theorem 4.3, supp(w) cannot have any isolated point, we must have supp(v) c supp(u), 
that is, supp(w) = supp(u). We also have that f(x) $ 0 in Int( supp(w)) since otherwise supp( w) is 
discrete, which is impossible. Moreover we have: 
Theorem 4.9. Let {P,(x)},oO=O and w(x) be the same as in Theorem 4.5. If w(x) is of the form 
(4.6), then we have: 
0) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
supp(w>= supp(u); 
f(x) $ 0 in Wsupp(w)); 
LN[.] is symmetrizable in Int(supp(w)) with f(x) as a symmetry factor; 
supp(v) c bdry(supp(w))(here, bdry(d) means the boundary of a set A); 
for any x0 in Int(supp(w)), eN(xo) = 0 if f (x0) = 0 so that f(x) may have at most finitely 
many zeros in Int(supp( w)). 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are already proved. 
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(iii) Since &(w) = 0 in Int(supp(w)), 0 < k < r - 1 and w(x) = f(x) in Int(supp(w))\supp(v), 
&(f) = 0 in Int(supp(w))\supp(v), 0 < k SG r - 1. Since Rk(f ), 0 d k < r - 1, is continuous in 
Int(supp(w)) and supp( u) is finite, we have 
Rk(f) = 0 in Int(supp(w)), 0 < k < r - 1. 
Hence, f(x)&[.] is symmetric in Int(supp(w)). 
(4.7) 
(iv) Assume supp( V) @ bdry(supp(w )). Then, there is a point x0 in supp( v) n Int(supp(w)). Choose 
E > 0 small enough so that supp(u)rl(x,,-e,xo+c)={xO} and (x0-&,x0+&) c Int(supp(w)). Let vo(x) 
and wO(x) be the restrictions of V(X) and w(x), respectively, on (x0 - &,x0 + E). Then supp(vo) = {x0} 
and we(x) = f(x) + uo(x). Hence we have by (4.7) 
Rk(wO) = R&f’) + Rk(uO) = Rk(uO) = 0, in (x0 - &,x0 + E), 0 < k < Y - 1. 
Since supp(vo) = {x0} and RR(uO) = 0 in [w, 0 < k < r - 1, uO(x), as a moment functional, must be 
quasi-definite by Theorem 3.4(iii). It contradicts Lemma 4.3(ii). 
(v) Let x0 be a point in Int(supp(w)). If eN(xo) # 0, then near x0 we have by (iv) 
w(x)=f(x)= c -exp[i J&h], 
[N(X) 
where c # 0 is a constant. Hence f(xo) # 0. 0 
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